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RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENTS 

THE PRINCIPAL SYMBOL OF A DISTRIBUTION 

BY ALAN WEINSTEIN1 

Communicated by Shing S. Chern, January 2, 1976 

In Hörmander's theory of Fourier integral operators [1] , a principal symbol 
is constructed for a certain class of distributions in such a way that, when the 
construction is applied to the Schwartz kernel of a pseudodifferential operator, 
one obtains the usual principal symbol of the operator. In this note, we describe 
a generalization of Hörmander's construction which may be applied to an arbi
trary distribution on a manifold. Details will appear in [4] . 

1. Local definition and invariance properties. For a complex vector space 
V, we define F-valued distributions on Rn by taking as test functions objects of 
the form u = u(x)dx, where u(x) is a compactly supported C°° function with 
values in V*9 and dx is the density \dxx A • • • A dxnl For r > 0, we define uT 

to be u(rx)dx. If g is a F-valued distribution, and <p is a C°° function with <p(0) 
= 0, we define the family {g*}T>0 of distributions by 

(1) <«?, «> = <g, e-^u^). 

For N e R, we write g% G otf*) if T" ~Ng* remains bounded in distribution space 
[3] as r —> °°. 

I^MMA. For every g and <p, g* E 0(1^) for some iVGR. 

DEFINITION, inf {N\g% E 0(7^)} E [-«>, ©o) is called the order of g at y 

and denoted by O (g).2 

THEOREM 1. (a) IfO{p(g)<Nand \p(x) = <p(x) + Y/ij}çxjxk + 0(x3), then 
g* - e~

ii:afkXjXkg* G Oil»"112). 

(b) IfOyig) <N and A is a C°° function with values in Hom(F, V), then 

(Agy-AWgVeOir*-1!2). 

(c) IfO^ig) <Nand 0: Rn —> Rn is a diffeomorphism with 0(0) = 0, 
then (9*g)d

T** - (T0d)*(g$ E O^"112). 

DEFINITION. If O^ig) <N, the class of r~Ng* modulo 0 ( r~ 1 / 2 ) is called 
the principal symbol of order N for g at <p. 
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2. Global theory. The space V'(X\ E) of distributions on a manifold X 

with values in a vector bundle E is defined as the dual of the space of compactly 
supported C°° sections of E* <8> £lx. (£2^ = densities on X.) Using local coor
dinates on X and local trivializations of E, and applying Theorem 1, we can de
fine for each (x, £) G T*X the order 0^x ^(g) of g at (x, £). 

To define the principal symbol in an invariant way, we must take into ac
count the effect of changes in y and coordinate changes as given by Theorem 1. 
For each (x, £) G T*X, the 2-jets of functions <p G C°°{X\ R) with y(x) = 0 and 
d^p(x) = £ can be identified with the elements of the space L(x^ of lagrangian 
subspaces in T(X^T*X transversal to the fibre. The additive group Qx of homo
geneous quadratic functions on TXX acts simply and transitively on L ^ ç ) , and 
it also acts on P(TXX; Ex) by (a, g) i - e~iag. The space U(Xtï)(X\ E) is defined 
to consist of the Q^-equivariant maps from L/x %) to V'(TXX\ Ex), and 
S^Xt^(X\ E) is defined as the space of families {gT}T>0 in U^X^{X\ E) with 

Now, if 0(x,%)(&) ̂  N> Theorem 1 implies that the principal symbol 
°hc,%)(£) of order TV for g at (x, £) is well defined as an element of 
S°(Xfö(X; E)/S^£(X; E). If o£ , 0 fe ) is of the form g0 4- S^](X; E), where 
g0 is a constant in U^Xt^(X; E), we say that g is homogeneous of order N at 
(x, £) and, by abuse of notation, write o^x^(g) = g0. If 0^x ^(g) = N, we sim
ply call o^x^)(g) the principal symbol of g at (x, £) and denote it by <*(*, £)(#)• 
(If 0(Xt^(g) = -<*>, we define o^x^ig) to be zero.) 

As a first step toward a general calculus of principal symbols, we have: 

THEOREM 2. Let P be a pseudodifferential operator of order k and type 
(1,0) from E to F with homogeneous principal symbol (x, £) —• p(x, £) G 
Hom(^ , Fx). IfO{Xt%)(g) <N,S±0, then 0{x ^(Pg)<N + k, and o&+£(/fc) 
= P(x>t)ofXfii)(g). 

COROLLARY, (X, £) £ WF(g) => 0(x ^(g) = -co. 

3. The principal symbol of a Fourier integral distribution. 
DEFINITION. If 5 is a subspace of TXX, an Ex-valued d-function on S is a 

distribution Ô G V'(TXX; Ex) such that: 
(a) ô is continuous for the C° topology; 
(b) ô is supported on S; 

(c) ô is translation-invariant by S. 
For example, the ô-densities on S correspond to the translation invariant 

measures on S and form a 1-dimensional space. 

Now let K C T(Xt£)T*X be a lagrangian subspace, with projection K in TXX. 

3 This construction, as well as that of U/^ A ( X ; £") itself, is closely related to the sym-
plectic spinors of Kostant and Sternberg [ 2 ] . 
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For each ^-valued ô-function ô on K there is a unique bK G U^X^{X\ E) which 

assigns ô to every L G L(x ^ such that dim(L d K) = dim A'. The set of all SK, 

as ô runs over the /^-valued ö-functions on K, is a dimis^ dimensional subspace 

AK(E)ofU(x^(X;E).3 

THEOREM 3. Lef g G P'(Xj E) be a Fourier integral distribution associated 

with the conic lagrangian submanifold A C T*X and having order mf type (1,0) 
and homogeneous principal symbol Let (pc, £) G A, K = 7 ^ ^ A. 

(a) g w homogeneous of order m = m + *A dim X ötf (x, £). 

(b) a ( ^ ^ ) G A , ( £ ) . 
(c) /ƒ E is the bundle of Vi densities on X, then AK(E) is naturally isomor

phic with the fibre over (x, £) of the symbol bundle £ 2 ^ ® L of [1 ] , and 
a(*,£)fe) ù equal to the principal symbol as given in [1]. 

REMARK. We can show directly that A^ZT) depends smoothly on lagrangian 

K C T(Xf^(T*X), thus giving a new, analytic, construction of the symbol bundle. 

ADDED IN PROOF (JUNE 2, 1976). As A. Douady has pointed out to me, 

the set {N\g% G 0(r^)} could be an interval of the form (a, °°). In this case, we 
should define (X^) to be a+, where a+ lies by convention between a and any 
number greated than a. 
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